. UPGMA dendrogram based on the number of nucleotide differences with pair-wise deletion of indels for marker system MS5 fragments. JEL423 paralogs are represented by B (Broad Institute genome sequence), then the SuperContig number and letter subscript if more than one per SuperContig, followed by the fragment size (bp) in brackets; unique size variants in bold. The nucleotide positions and strand designation (+ or -) for each paralog are: 1b (3787468-3787956+), 2 (2259135-2259617-), 3a (1642898-1643384+), 3b (3613-4100+), 5 (6545-7036+), 6 (1414637-1415125+), 7 (240420-240910+), 8a (900888-901378+), 8b (847677-848168-), 8c (11692-12183+), 10a (1004659-1005149-), 10b (9658-10148+), 10c (27923-28413+), 12a (886377-886867-), 12b (646146-646631-) 
